AR and VR are tools: Commit to audience, culture and tech.
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Virtual Reality

A fully immersive experience that shuts out the world.
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Immersive Storytelling
Augmented Reality

A digital layer imposed onto the world.
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Frictionless E-Commerce
Mixed Reality

A digital layer that interacts with world.
Mixed Reality

Immersive Communication
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Multi-Sensory Training
Observations
Experiences triggered by context.
Every surface is expected to have an interactive layer.
Fun for more than one; experiences will become more group based.
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How we respond?

01 **Know your Audience**
   and fit within their lives.

02 **Understand the Culture**
   and get ahead of it.

03 **Use tech in smart ways**
   but never tech for tech sake.
adidas ComplexCon
Audience

Collectors. Sellers. Wearers.

We delivered a concept that served all three audiences democratically.
Culture

Stimulation. Saturation. Opportunities.

We created an experience that gave people their time back.
We created a system that was staffless, lineless, and fully automated all accessible within the consumers mobile device.
Audience


We developed a line of communication from Donald Glover to the consumer.
We turned our consumers into a new marketing channel.
Technology


We battled bandwidth and attention with a clever use of messaging technology: AirDrop.
East of the Rockies
Audience

Short attention span (look, squirrel!)

Need to hook immediately.
Culture

Ashamed.
A story that is literally dying.

Education through storytelling.
Technology

Interactive AR.

An immersive, choose your own adventure augmented reality experience.
How we respond?

01 Know your Audience
and fit within their lives.

02 Understand the Culture
and get ahead of it.

03 Use tech in smart ways
but never tech for tech sake.
ALLAURA

80s Rocker Wig Black Rockstar Men Costume Wigs Heavy Metal Big Hair Band Mens Rock Star Costumes

Price: $17.69

- 2019 HALLOWEEN NEW WIG! BIG HAIR BAND COSTUME WIG! Every 80s Kiss hairband party needs a glam hair rockstar right? Instantly become Slash with this crazy long black costume wig for men. Just add your own top hat a party all night!
- LOOKS LIKE REAL HAIR: We use our own MatteSilk Fiber, so your wig is softer, thicker and more realistic than other wigs. We photograph our own models, so you get the same wig as shown in our photos.
- ADJUSTABLE WIG CAP FITS ALL SIZE HEADS: Thanks to our comfortable StretchNet, elastic wig hair net, this wig fits everyone in your family: Men, Women, Kids & Child. It's itch-free and not hot to wear.
- PRE-STYLED, READY TO WEAR INSTANTLY: Simply shake out your wig & wear! NOT Heat Resistant but style with hair product! You get a 'Wig Wear and Care' Guide so you get the best natural wig ever!
- MONEY BACK PROMISE: We ensure ALLAURA Wigs are professional high quality fun wigs. Love your new wig and how it suits your costume or we'll refund every cent! So why not order your Perfect Wig now?
Thanks!

dan.clark@jam3.com

Global Client Partner
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